
EASY DEBATE TOPICS

Great, interesting, and controversial debate topics for middle, high how easy it will be to research, what your English
teacher will think of it.

What impact does social networking and social networking sites have on society? Should cigarettes be banned
from society? Religion should be taught in school. Learning how to debate does more than improve speaking
skills; it also makes for better listeners. Does money motivates people more than any other factor in the
workplace? The cost of medical care should be lowered. Science fiction is the best form of fiction. A great
way to prepare for this is, once you have your interesting debate topic chosen; is to list the pros and cons to be
able to see both sides of the issue clearly. Homework should be dismissed in elementary school Importance of
extracurricular activities and clubs in schools Should we make cartoons and TV a part of the educational
process in the elementary school? Is graffiti art just as worthy of regard as classical paintings? America should
not give foreign aid to other countries. Is organic farming the future of agriculture? Which of these are more
real â€” pirates or ninjas? Debate topics for high school become more controversial and complex. Every home
should have a robot. All cars should be electric. Continue Reading. Do not forget about time! Prayer of any
form should be prohibited in schools. Violent video games should be banned. The theory of Intelligent design
should be taught in science classes. Giving your viewpoint and backing it up with evidence is something we
can use through our lives. Medical phenomenon: discuss one or several How the Internet influences our
health? Should animal dissections be banned in schools? Is co-education a good idea? How has TV brought
culture decadence in our country? Students should never be forced to repeat a year at school. Should gay
marriages be legalized? Single-sex schools are better for students. Genetically modified foods GMOs should
be banned. Should we use video games in education? Selecting such topics you have to be ready to do
in-depth research, study materials, and pick arguments from time-tested and reliable sources to support your
ideas. These students also lack knowledge and skills for researching topics. One of the main criteria for
choosing a powerful debate topic is that the topic is interesting to you and other participants of the event. Is
the grading system used in high school effective? Should cigarettes be banned from society? Should libraries
have a list of books that are banned? Marijuana: explain why recreational marijuana should or should not be
legal. Try them out! Which is the best season of the year? Barbie is a good role model for young girls. Beauty
pageants should be banned. Schools should block YouTube.


